To be with young children in this way is my greatest joy because it feels the most true. Cultivating the inner space of beingness feels true to who they are and true to what they are asking of us. It is worth going on our own inner journey and practice to find and cultivate this space within us so as to support our children in their profound act of becoming.

For the Classroom

Bridge of Gold
— Freya Jaffke

Two older children stand opposite one another and form a gate with their hands and arms. Quietly, so the others do not hear, you agree which one will be the “Sun” and which one will be the “Moon.”

The other children form a line in single file and, led by an adult, walk through the gate and continue walking around the bridge and through the gate in a figure eight while singing the above song. At the end of the song, with the words “sticks and spears and laughter,” the bridge children lower their arms and capture the child standing on the bridge.

The captured child is asked: “Do you want Sun or Moon?”

If he says “Sun” then he must stand behind the bridge-child who is the “Sun” and the game begins again.

After all the children are captured, it has to be decided which row of children are going to be “devils” and which are going to be “angels.” A counting verse could be helpful.

Or, the adult could present both hands to one of the bridge-children. In one fist is hidden a small rock, for instance, and the child must choose. If she chooses the fist with the rock then all the children standing behind her are “devils” and the other row are the “angels.”

Now, first the row of “angels” are cradled (best by two adults) by the child lying across the adult’s outstretched, clasped arms. The following verse is spoken very rhythmically:

Angel, angel, heavy laden,
With so much silver and gold;

The child is set back on the ground with the last line of the verse.

Next, one of the “devils” stands between the adults’ locked arms and is carefully and rhythmically pushed forward and back with the following verse:

A devil is rolled,
rattled and shaken,
Right out of the house
he’s [or she’s] taken!

If this game is played with a mixed-age group that includes three-year-olds, they may leave the waiting line because often they are not yet able to stand in line and wait until everyone is captured. We should just let them do as they please in this regard. It does not bother the older children if a younger one leaves for a while to go play something else. If you have a large group of children, you may decide to have two children captured at once.
Experience has shown that the shaking and rattling of the “devil” is so popular that the children will often get in line again to be “shaken,” even the ones who were “angels.”
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